Primer and probe sequence designs are among the most critical input factors in real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay optimization. In this study, we present the use of statistical design of experiments (DOE) approach as a general guideline for probe optimization and more specifically focus on design optimization of label-free hydrolysis probes that are designated as mediator probes (MPs), which are used in reverse transcription MP PCR (RT-MP PCR). The effect of three input factors on assay performance was investigated: distance between primer and mediator probe cleavage site; dimer stability of MP and target sequence (influenza B virus); and dimer stability of the mediator and universal reporter (UR). The results indicated that the latter dimer stability had the greatest influence on assay performance, with RT-MP PCR efficiency increased by up to 10% with changes to this input factor. With an optimal design configuration, a detection limit of 3-14 target copies/10 l reaction could be achieved. This improved detection limit was confirmed for another UR design and for a second target sequence, human metapneumovirus, with 7-11 copies/10 l reaction detected in an optimum case. The DOE approach for improving oligonucleotide designs for real-time PCR not only produces excellent results but may also reduce the number of experiments that need to be performed, thus reducing costs and experimental times. Linear dynamic range: quantity of the measurand to be determined by a linear calibration curve [6] . Real-time PCR efficiency: measure of the power of product formation in one particular PCR cycle [6] .
Linear dynamic range: quantity of the measurand to be determined by a linear calibration curve [6] . Real-time PCR efficiency: measure of the power of product formation in one particular PCR cycle [6] .
Statistical design of experiments (DOE): aims to optimize a method with minimized costs and time by lowering the extent of the experiments to a statistically relevant level [7] . The following are important terms from the DOE approach used within this article:
Target value: single or a combination of values, such as different performance characteristics, that can be measured and that are representative of the performance of the method to be optimized [7] . Input factor: parameter that can systematically vary in magnitude (=input factor level) during a DOE study to determine its effect on one or more target values [7] . Screening: experimental design that enables the evaluation of whether one input factor, a set of input factors, or a certain input factor combination effectively alters one or several target values [7] . Full factorial design: a design of experiment in which for each input factor and input factor combination, all input factor levels are present [7] . Gibbs free energy ( G): expresses the spontaneity of a product formation out of reactants at a given temperature and reactant concentrations [8] . Here negative values indicate spontaneous formation of a dimer of two different oligonucleotides with a partial reverse complementary. The lower the G the higher the stability of the dimer.
Introduction
Real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has become the gold standard for detecting nucleic acids because of its robustness, low analytical detection limits, equipment access, and ease of performance due to the numerous publications describing experimental setup guidelines [9] [10] [11] [12] . The most commonly used probe-based real-time PCR methods are hydrolysis probes, molecular beacons, and scorpion primers [13] , all of which are labeled with both a fluorescence reporter dye and fluorescence quencher. In contrast, the more novel detection method of mediator probe PCR (MP PCR, Fig. 2 ) [14] [15] [16] incorporates the use of unlabeled, sequencespecific MPs in conjunction with a fluorogenic universal reporter (UR) oligonucleotide. Signal generation is initiated by releasing the mediator during the amplification of the target sequence and its hybridization to a dual-labeled UR. The same UR can be used to detect many different target sequences. This flexibility facilitates cost reductions, improved homogeneity in fluorescence signals, and easier optimization of fluorescence signal generation, which is primarily determined by UR quenching and fluorescence signal emission efficiencies [17] .
Independent of the probing method used to detect nucleic acid target sequences, a suitable probe design is crucial to achieve good analytical performance. The analytical performance characteristics of a real-time PCR assay are referred to as "target values" throughout this article. These target values mainly comprise selectivity, precision, accuracy, detection limits, linear dynamic range, and efficiency of the real-time PCR assay [2, 6, [18] [19] [20] [21] . In an experiment designed for probe optimization, not all of these target values can be determined because of the cost involved and time restrictions. However, at a minimum, the most important target values with respect to practical application should be identified.
Previous studies reported that the statistical design of experiments (DOE) approach as described by G. Taguchi [18, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , which originated from optimization studies for engineering processes, demonstrates distinct advantages over approaches that optimize one factor at a time in improving PCR-based assay performance. In general, the DOE approach guides the investigator through the experimental setup and data analysis, thus simplifying the analysis of the complex interactions between the input factors. Furthermore, the number of experiments required for optimization can be reduced because of the maximization of information on the effects of certain input factors on the basis of the tests performed [7, 27] . In addition, the DOE approach can improve input factor differentiation between those that influence local target value optimum and those that lead to a more general target value optimization.
Taguchi-based optimization has been previously used to improve PCR target values by modifying the input factors of the primer, probe, and magnesium chloride concentrations or changing the temperature profile [28] [29] [30] . To the best of our knowledge, there are no reports regarding DOE application to real-time PCR probe sequence optimization, despite this input factor exerting a substantial influence on real-time PCR performance [8, 31, 32] .
With MP PCR, the target value depends on MP sequence interaction with both the target sequence itself and UR. Other relevant input factors include the polymerase's MP cleavage efficiency, or the UR's signal generation efficiency. The latter depends on the polymerase-mediated extension of the released mediator and the ratio between the initial quenching efficiency and fluorescence signal emission following the introduction of spatial separation between the fluorophore and quencher [17] . In this study, we first used DOE to determine the dominant input factors that had the greatest effect on MP-PCR target values. Second, we optimized RT-MP PCR performance and particularly the analytical detection limit by optimizing the level of each determined input factor. Using RT-MP PCR, the detection limit must be at a minimum, i.e., as low as with hydrolysis probes, which are the gold standard references for real-time PCR. For this DOE-based optimization, we selected two clinically relevant targets that cause acute respiratory tract infections, namely influenza B virus (InfB) and human metapneumovirus (hMPV) [17] . In this manner, a guideline for mediator probe sequence optimization has been established that can be extended to other probe formats. This DOE approach is outlined in Fig. 1 and described in detail below.
Materials and methods
This DOE-based input factor screening study for RT-MP PCR optimization followed the four steps described in Fig. 1 . The following section describes the principle approach and actual experiments performed.
Definition of optimization goal
Selected RT-MP PCRs were used to detect InfB and hMPV viral RNA. In clinical studies the viral load of these targets ranged between 10 3 and10 8 RNA copies per ml sample [33] . Therefore, the optimization goal was defined as follows: The assay must enable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . In the presence of its complementary target DNA sequence, MP anneals to the sequence (1) and is subsequently cleaved during primer extension (2 + 3). The mediator is set free to hybridize to the UR mediator hybridization site (4) . Through the subsequent extension of the mediator at UR, the fluorophore and quencher are separated and a fluorescence signal is generated (5) . If no target DNA or an abundant amount (e.g., initial PCR cycles) of target DNA is present, the uncleaved mediator probe hybridizes to UR but is not extended. (Modified from [14] ). the detection of 10-100 RNA copies per l RNA input volume per reaction.
Selection of performance characteristics and target value
To determine the lower limit of detection, many replicates need to be analyzed per concentration (nine in this study). Comparing all possible MP designs at this level of replication would not be economically feasible. Other performance characteristics that at least influence the limit of detection were, thus, selected and measured using fewer replicates as previously proposed [34] . A target value was calculated (Eq. (1)) from data using an RNA dilution series (InfB) to determine as many performance characteristics as possible: PCR efficiency (calculated from the standard curve), quantitative correlation between RNA input and output concentrations (R 2 from the standard curve), mean signal increase over the fluorescence background signal as a measure for detecting sensitivity, and C q value of reactions with 10 4 target RNA copies/reaction, which is a measure for the reaction velocity. The abstracted target value was, thus, calculated as follows:
Coefficients a-d were used to balance the performance characteristic value influence on the target value. Coefficient values were determined according to the mean values of the four different performance characteristics for the nine different MPs (refer to Section 4).
Selection of input factors and factor levels for screening
It is necessary to select an appropriate number of input factors to evaluate their real effectiveness on the target value. All possible input factors were collected on the basis of the MP interactions present during an MP PCR cycle (Fig. 2) .
These input factors were collectively assessed (Table 1) according to the interactions illustrated in Fig. 2 using important DOE criteria [7] . Most input factors [(D)-(G)] could be excluded from the screening study because of poor variability, i.e., no sufficiently different MP designs could be created on the basis of these input factors. The qualitative assumption of input factor effectiveness was based on different previous (RT-)MP PCR assays. In these previous experiments, the effects of input factors were not systematically investigated, as was the case in this study. However, input factors (A)-(D) reproducibly demonstrated a strong effect in different assays and different experimental conditions, e.g., a strong effect on PCR efficiency.
Three input factors were finally selected: G of the MP-target heterodimer, G of the mediator-UR heterodimer, and distance of the sense primer 3 -terminal to the MP-target heterodimer cleavage site. Next, two levels were established for each factor that spanned an appropriate range according to the pre-test results. This resulted in 2 3 = 8 MP designs. In addition to these eight designs, a ninth design was selected that incorporated all input factors at a central level. The latter design enabled screening for non-linear relationships between factor levels and the target value. Moreover, this MP design was used for data calibration between several RT-PCR runs conducted during the screening experiment. Table 1 Assessment of input factors. Qualitative assessment ranged from +++ (very good) to + (poor). The input factors (A)-(C) were ultimately selected (bold text).
Input factor
Assumed effectiveness 
Materials
Concentration standards of RNA target sequences for use with input factor screening and confirmation studies comprised in vitro transcripts from synthetic DNA sequences encoding InfB (hemagglutinin (HA) gene; transcript length: 170 nt) and hMPV (fusion protein gene; transcript length: 70 nt). RNA concentration standards were provided by the University Medical Center Göttingen Virology Department and were prepared as previously described [35] . The transcript sequences are listed as supplementary information. Both InfB and hMPV RNA concentration standards were diluted in 100 g/ml baker's yeast tRNA, which served as a blocking agent (Roche, Germany, cat. no. 10109495001).
All primers, MP and UR sequence designs, and reference hydrolysis probe (HP) sequence designs are listed in Table 2 . All sequences were designed using VisualOMP TM (DNA Software ® , USA, Version 7.8.42.0) [8, 11, 36] .
The Qiagen QuantiTect Multiplex RT-PCR NR Kit (Qiagen, Germany, cat. no. 204843) was used for one-step reverse transcription-amplification reactions. Each 10 l reaction was performed with final concentrations of primers at 300 nM, MPs or HPs at 150 nM, and UR at 100 nM.
Setup and analysis of input factor screening
All nine InfB MP designs (Table 2 A1-A9) were tested in the amplification reactions with different InfB target RNA concentrations spanning 10 5 -10 2 InfB copies/10 l reaction. All reactions were performed in quadruplicate. For each RT-MP PCR run, four 10 l reactions for amplification and detection of InfB target RNA (10 4 copies/10 l reaction) using MP InfB A5 were used as an inter-run calibrator and were co-analyzed with all other InfB amplifications. The RT-real-time MP PCR were performed in a Rotor-Gene Q (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) using the following reaction protocol: 20 min at 50 • C (reverse transcription), 15 min at 95 • C (hot start), 50 × (10 s at 94 • C and 45 s at 60 • C). For fluorescence signal generation, UR A was used in all reactions. Fluorescence signals were acquired at the end of each 60 • C-cycling step with signal acquisition using the Cy5-readout gain for UR and the FAM-readout gain for InfB HP and hMPV HP (refer to input factor confirmation study).
For data analysis, the maximum fluorescence signal achieved during data acquisition was divided by the mean of the fluorescence background signal during cycles 3-10 for each test at 10 2 copies/reaction. For establishing the other target values, the C q values for all setups were determined using the Rotor-Gene Q analysis software Q 2.1.0.9 with slope correction for normalized fluorescence data and C q value determination using a fluorescence threshold set to 0.02, which was in the exponential phase of the sigmoidal fluorescence curves for all setups. The C q values for the separated experimental runs (C qi ) were normalized according to the mean of the C q values of the inter-run calibrator (four technical replicates) during the specific run [C q(calibrator run) ] and in all runs [C q(calibrator all runs) ] using the equation: (2) Standard curves were generated using normalized C q values as an input into the Origin 9.0 software (OriginLab Coorp., USA). Using the standard curve, the efficiency of each RT-real-time MP PCR and the target copy number of each test were calculated. The backcalculated copy numbers were plotted against the theoretical copy number input and the R 2 value for this correlation was determined. Mean values for the four technical replicates were determined for all four values to establish one discrete target value per MP design. JMP ® 8.0.1 software (SAS Institute Inc., USA) was used for the experimental setup design and statistical analysis. A full factorial screening design was selected to cover all combinations of input factor levels. This experimental setup permits the analysis of significant effects for single input factors and programmed factor combinations on the target value. In addition, one center point was added to the experimental design to verify whether these input factors affect the target value in a linear or non-linear manner. Next, the statistical significance of these effects was analyzed using the JMP screening function. This function refers to Lenth's method for statistical analysis, where a significance level of 95% is applied. This means that the effect of an input factor or input factor combination on the target value was significant if the analysis produced a p value of <0.05.
Setup and analysis of input factor confirmation
This test was performed to assess the appropriateness of the DOE-based approach for MP design optimization. The input factor with the largest effect on the target value was selected according to the results of the screening study (refer to input factor with highest value in Fig. 4 ). For this screening, two factor levels, one resulting in relatively low target value magnitudes (MP InfB A2, Table 2 ) and one resulting in higher magnitudes (MP InfB A7, Table 2 ) were used for MP design. The influence of this input factor on the lower limit of detection (optimization goal) was tested for both InfB and hMPV detections. Two different UR designs (A and B, Table 2 ) were used for detecting both the targets. InfB was diluted to the final concentrations of 150, 50, 17, 6, 2, and 0.6 copies/10 l reaction, while hMPV was diluted to 150, 75, 38, 19, 9, and 5 copies/10 l reaction. All setups were performed in nine technical replicates. In addition, nine NTCs were analyzed for each setup. RT-real-time MP PCR was performed as previously described. Sample amplification was considered positive if the following conditions were met: 1) a sigmoidal curve shape, 2) the normalized fluorescence signal in the corresponding sample (cycles, 40-50) was of >10-fold greater than the standard deviation of the fluorescence signal from nucleic Factor B/kcal × mol
Factor C/bp acid negative samples (cycles, 5-15) [9] . The 95% confidence intervals around the detection limit were determined using the SPSS software version 19 Probit analysis (IBM, USA) [37] .
Results and discussion

Input factor screening
Using a DOE-based approach, the effects of different MP design input factors on a target value describing RT-MP PCR performance were evaluated. Different combinations of three MP design input factors at two factor levels each were screened: (A) G of the MP-target heterodimer; (B) G of the mediator-UR heterodimer; and (C) distance of the sense primer 3 -terminal to the MP-target heterodimer cleavage site. For calculating the target value, the coefficients included in Equation 1 were determined. The target value was based on four single performance characteristics. To analyze these performance characteristics, all MPs were evaluated for detectable amplification with the serial dilution of InfB input RNA (10 2 -10 5 copies per reaction). The results clearly revealed that MP designs with higher levels of input factor (B) G of the mediator-UR heterodimer consistently produced higher target values (brighter points) compared with those with lower values for the same input factor. Thus, the lower the mediator-UR heterodimer stability at a given annealing temperature, the higher the RT-real-time MP PCR performance. Because an increase in the (B) value was accomplished by reducing the mediator sequence length at its 5 -terminal, the following disturbance variable (input variables that can cause the controlled variables to deviate from their respective set points) had to be taken into consideration. All MPs that achieved higher target values [MPs with higher levels of input factor (B)] had a mediator sequence length of only 16-18 nt compared with the 19-21 nt length for the mediator sequences from the designs that achieved lower target values [MPs with lower levels of input factor (B)].
Changing either (A) or (C), the two other input factors did not significantly change the target value at least if factor (B) was already at the optimal level. When factor (C) was reduced, all target values also declined. However, this effect was only significant in cases that included non-optimal levels of input factor (B). Factor (A) had the smallest impact on the target value. In contrast to (B) or (C), changing (A) in one direction did not impact the target value. Similar to (C), a strong effect was only found for (A) in the range of Fig. 4 . The relative effect of all input factors and input factor level combinations on target values. All input factors and input factor level combinations (depicted by multiplication sign "*") had a significant effect on their target values (significance level, 95%) as shown using the JMP software analysis. G mediator-UR ht. dimer was found as dominant factor. Dist. = distance.
non-optimal values for (B). Misinterpreting these locally optimal target values was prevented by the design of the DOE-based experimental setup: i.e., input factors (A) and (C) could be identified as input factors that do not have the largest effect on the target value.
From the single performance characteristics that produced the target value (supplementary information), it is apparent that MP with the highest target values (MP InfB A6, A7, and A9) demonstrated better performance in a minimum of two out of the four single performance characteristics measured as compared with the designs with the lowest target values (MP InfB A1-A4).
As already derived from the data space presented in Fig. 3 the results of the significance analysis demonstrated that all input factors and input factor combinations did not have a significant effect on the target value (Fig. 4) . However, input factor (B) demonstrated the greatest effect on target value and was, therefore, regarded as the dominant input factor. The relatively large effect of the primer-MP distance [input factor (C)] can be explained by the large drop in the target value using MP design A1 and A3. In all other setups, the dominance of the effect of factor (C) is clear for both factors (B) and (A).
RT-real-time MP PCR efficiency was evaluated as one of the single performance values leading to the target values (Fig. 3) . In summary, G of the mediator-UR heterodimer was less than −11.29 kcal/mol (disturbance variable mediator length: 19-21 nt); thus, the minimum PCR efficiency achieved (MP design A3) was 89% ± 2%. In comparison, MP with G of the mediator-UR heterodimer was more than −11.29 kcal/mol (disturbance variable mediator length: 15-17 nt), and the minimum efficiency was 95% ± 1% (MP designs A8 & A7).
Two effects were regarded as being responsible for the superior effects of input factor (B) on the target value: the efficiency of MP cleavage increases with decreasing mediator length [38] , and the equilibrium between MP-UR heterodimers and MP-target sequence heterodimers shifts as well.
Although it was not evaluated using sequence lengths of <20 nt, the cleavage efficiency of Taq polymerases toward fork-like structures, as was present in the case of the MP-target heterodimer, was shown as being dependent on the length of the 5 -unhibridized flap (in MP PCR, i.e., the length of the mediator sequence) [38] . It is assumed that this is because of the mechanism of flap processing by the polymerase nuclease domain as previously described for the flap endonuclease 1, which is structurally and mechanistically related to the nuclease domain in Taq polymerases [39, 40] : Prior to cleavage, the flap is threaded into the enzyme's active site. Thus, shorter flaps might be threaded and cleaved with a higher efficiency.
Concerning the observed influence of the equilibrium between MP-UR heterodimers and MP-target sequence heterodimers, Holland et al. first investigated the 5 -3 nuclease activity of Taq polymerases when different probes were used during primer extension [41] . The experiments proved that the probe binding must be favored toward primer binding to enable probe binding before the primer extension reaches the probe binding site.
Target values achieved using the homologous probes MP InfB A2 ( G mediator UR heterodimer = −13.95 kcal mol −1 ; mediator length, 19 nt) and A7 ( G mediator UR heterodimer = −11.33 kcal mol −1 ; mediator length, 16 nt) were compared with the corresponding target value using dual-labeled hydrolysis probes (HP InfB A) as the gold standard of the probe design in real-time PCR. Therefore, the same target-specific probe sequence was used; however, the mediator was replaced by a fluorophore and the 3 -terminal phosphate by a quencher. The following mean target values were achieved using four replicates of each experiment at each RNA dilution step: MP InfB A2: 2.93 ± 0.15; MP InfB A7: 3.85 ± 0.11; and HP InfB A: 2.22 ± 0.02. Differences in the target value are because of the different values for the single performance characteristics of Cq value for reactions with an RNA-input concentration of 10 4 copies/l and because of the signal increase measured for the reactions with an RNA-input concentration of 10 2 copies/l. For both characteristics, MP InfB A7 significantly performed better than both others, with MP InfB A2 containing a longer mediator (higher G mediator UR heterodimer) along with the hydrolysis probe HP InfB A. This observation becomes obvious on observing the RT-real-time PCR fluorescence curves of the three different setups (Supplementary information).
Since the variability of the efficiency of the reverse transcription step was not evaluated, results are prone to an uncertainty [42, 43] . However, to account for the statistical variability of the RT efficiency we performed technical replicates (4 replicates per RNA input concentration). As can be derived from the R 2 values of the standard curve (Supplementary information), the C q -variation between these replicates and thus the variability of the reverse transcription efficiency is considered to be not significant in the case of the presented study.
Input factor confirmation
The actual performance characteristic to be optimized was the assay detection limit. This important assay performance characteristic was selected to test the relevance of results gathered in the input factor screening. The InfB assay detection limit using a nonoptimal MP design (MP InfB A2) was compared with the one that used an optimal MP design (MP InfB A7) and compared with a corresponding hydrolysis probe. Furthermore, the InfB assay detection was also analyzed using an alternative UR. The same analyses were performed for the hMPV detection assay.
As shown in Fig. 5 , for two different InfB and hMPV targets using two different URs (different mediator hybridization sequences), the optimal MP design according to the target value magnitude demonstrated reduced detection limits compared with the corresponding HP RT-PCR. As expected from the input factor screening, MPs with higher G mediator-UR heterodimer levels (MP InfB A7:−11.33 kcal mol −1 ; MP InfB B1: −11.0 kcal mol −1 ; MP hMPV A1: −11.9 kcal mol −1 ; and MP hMPV B1: −11.0 kcal mol −1 ) demonstrated lower limits of detection (95% probability of detection) with the corresponding 95% confidence interval than MPs with lower levels of this input factor (B) (MP InfB A2: −13.95 kcal mol −1 ; MP InfB B2: −13.1 kcal mol −1 ; MP hMPV A2: − 13.2 kcal mol −1 ; and MP hMPV B2: −13.1 kcal mol −1 ). Compared with corresponding HP PCRs, detection limits achieved with MP PCR are significantly reduced. This is because of the higher signal-to-noise ratio of the universal reporter with a low fluorophore-quencher distance achieved by the hairpin structure compared with the dual-labeled HPs with larger fluorophore-quencher distances, depending on the actual probe sequence length. The analytical detection limits of <50 copies/reaction of the improved RT-MP PCR assays demonstrated a good agreement with commercially available assays for InfB and hMPV detection [33, 44] .
For the reverse transcription efficiency variability the same considerations as demonstrated before apply for the input factor confirmation.
Conclusion
In a DOE-based MP design screening, three different design input factors were selected from a group of candidates. These factors were tested and had a significant effect on RT-MP PCR performance in pre-tests. We determined that the input factor G of the mediator-UR heterodimer has the highest effect on RT-MP PCR performance. Easy adaption of MPs leading to improved RT-MP PCR results could thus be realized just by changing the mediator sequence length. At the same time, these mediator probes also demonstrated superior performances in RT real-time PCR compared with homologous hydrolysis probes. Thus, the DOE method appears to be an appropriate approach for MP sequence optimization for use with real-time PCR. Only nine MP designs led to maximum information for the three input factors and their combinatorial effects. The nine designs were screened across four technical replicates at each of the five different RNA input concentrations, resulting in 180 individual performances. In contrast, a one-factor-at-a-time approach would require 320 individual reactions [eight designs (no center point), 16 technical replicates, five different RNA concentrations] to receive information for the effect of an input factor on the target value at the same accuracy. Second, there is the risk associated with a local minimum in data collection and assay optimization [24] . On the basis of these results, we can, thus, recommend DOE as a guideline for MP sequence optimization. However, the DOE approach may also be applicable to other detection formats for real-time PCR (e.g., hydrolysis probes or molecular beacons) or to PCR primer sequence design. This approach may be particularly relevant with diagnostic applications in which the best performing primers and probes must be defined for the detection of pathogenic nucleic acid sequences.
